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Sculptura
Security and Privacy in User Modeling
The History of Orangeburg County, South Carolina
Hip-hop culture has grown from its humble beginnings in the South Bronx section of New York City into a significant and
influential cultural movement. This volume examines the rich history and promising future of this musical genre. Created in
the mid-1970s by poor Bronx residents with few resources, hip-hop has become a billion-dollar industry whose reach now
stretches around the world. Hip-hop has influenced the way people make music, the way they dance, and the way they
wear their clothes. It has also shaped people's political views and turned many people into entrepreneurs.

A Handefull of Pleasant Delites
Fundamental solutions in understanding information have been elusive for a long time. The field of Artificial Intelligence has
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proposed the Turing Test as a way to test for the "smart" behaviors of computer programs that exhibit human-like qualities.
Equivalent to the Turing Test for the field of Human Information Interaction (HII), getting information to the people that
need them and helping them to understand the information is the new challenge of the Web era. In a short amount of time,
the infrastructure of the Web became ubiquitious not just in terms of protocols and transcontinental cables but also in terms
of everyday devices capable of recalling network-stored data, sometimes wire lessly. Therefore, as these infrastructures
become reality, our attention on HII issues needs to shift from information access to information sensemaking, a relatively
new term coined to describe the process of digesting information and understanding its structure and intricacies so as to
make decisions and take action.

Getting Granny's Glasses
Borges and Translation
Maturing Usability
Minimalism as a concept was first used in the world of art to characterize the work of Donald Judd, Sol Le Witt and several
others. Soon afterwards, this creative approach began to take hold in architecture, and the works of many contemporary
architects are rooted in Minimalism to a greater or lesser degree. This publication goes to the heart of this trend, looking
first at Loos, Wittgenstein, Mies van der Rohe, and Asplund, the definitive precursors of Minimalism. Then the works of
today ́s protagonists, who include Tadao Ando, Luìs Barragàn, Alberto Campo Baeza, A.G. Fronzoni, Michael Gabellini, John
Pawson, Claudio Silvestrin, Eduardo Souto Moura, and Peter Zumthor are covered extensively. A selection of texts
contributed by the featured architects conclude the volume. With a clear even austere presentation, this book not only
reflects its contents but provides a comprehensive overview of Minimalism, one of the dominant trends in contemporary
architecture.

A Divine Confrontation
One of America's most provocative dramatists conquers new territory with this droll comedy of errors set in a Victorian
drawing room. "One of Mamet's most satisfying and accomplished plays, and one of the funniest American comedies in
years."--"New York Post."
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Minimalist Architecture
A dangerous case with ties leading back to the battlefields of World War I dredges up dark memories for Scotland Yard
Inspector Ian Rutledge in Hunting Shadows, a gripping and atmospheric historical mystery set in 1920s England, from
acclaimed New York Times bestselling author Charles Todd. A society wedding at Ely Cathedral in Cambridgeshire becomes
a crime scene when a man is murdered. After another body is found, the baffled local constabulary turns to Scotland Yard.
Though the second crime had a witness, her description of the killer is so strange its unbelievable. Despite his experience,
Inspector Ian Rutledge has few answers of his own. The victims are so different that there is no rhyme or reason to their
deaths. Nothing logically seems to connect them—except the killer. As the investigation widens, a clear suspect emerges.
But for Rutledge, the facts still don’t add up, leaving him to question his own judgment. In going over the details of the
case, Rutledge is reminded of a dark episode he witnessed in the war. While the memory could lead him to the truth, it also
raises a prickly dilemma. To stop a murderer, will the ethical detective choose to follow the letter—or the spirit—of the law?

Secrets of the Soil
This book has been considered by academicians and scholars of great significance and value to literature. This forms a part
of the knowledge base for future generations. So that the book is never forgotten we have represented this book in a print
format as the same form as it was originally first published. Hence any marks or annotations seen are left intentionally to
preserve its true nature.

A List of the Officers of the Army and of the Corps of Royal Marines, on Full, Retired and Halfpay
This title argues that Noam Chomsky's Minimalist Program is deeply flawed. Seuren points to the original acrimonious split
in the 1960s and 1970s between Chomsky's generative grammar and the alternative generative semantics proposed by his
followers, and argues that the latter theory was sounder and unfairly suppressed.

From Brows to Trust
The notion of Minimalism is proposed as a theoretical tool supporting a more differentiated understanding of reduction and
thus forms a standpoint that allows definition of aspects of simplicity. Possible uses of the notion of minimalism in the field
of human–computer interaction design are examined both from a theoretical and empirical viewpoint, giving a range of
results. Minimalism defines a radical and potentially useful perspective for design analysis. The empirical examples show
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that it has also proven to be a useful tool for generating and modifying concrete design techniques. Divided into four parts
this book traces the development of minimalism, defines the four types of minimalism in interaction design, looks at how to
apply it and finishes with some conclusions.

Can Islam Be French?
“Web Engineering: Modelling and Implementing Web Applications” presents the state of the art approaches for obtaining a
correct and complete Web software product from conceptual schemas, represented via well-known design notations.
Describing mature and consolidated approaches to developing complex applications, this edited volume is divided into
three parts and covers the challenges web application developers face; design issues for web applications; and how to
measure and evaluate web applications in a consistent way. With contributions from leading researchers in the field this
book will appeal to researchers and students as well as to software engineers, software architects and business analysts.

The History of Rap and Hip-Hop
Human-CenteredSoftwareEngineering: BridgingHCI,UsabilityandSoftwareEngineering From its beginning in the 1980’s, the
?eld of human-computer interaction (HCI) has beende?nedasamultidisciplinaryarena. BythisImeanthattherehas
beenanexplicit recognition that distinct skills and perspectives are required to make the whole effort of designing usable
computer systems work well. Thus people with backgrounds in Computer Science (CS) and Software Engineering (SE) joined
with people with ba- grounds in various behavioral science disciplines (e. g. , cognitive and social psych- ogy,
anthropology)inaneffortwhereallperspectiveswereseenasessentialtocreating usable systems. But while the ?eld of HCI
brings individuals with many background disciplines together to discuss a common goal - the development of useful, usable,
satisfying systems - the form of the collaboration remains unclear. Are we striving to coordinate the varied activities in
system development, or are we seeking a richer collaborative framework? In coordination, Usability and SE skills can remain
quite distinct and while the activities of each group might be critical to the success of a project, we need only insure that
critical results are provided at appropriate points in the development cycle. Communication by one group to the other
during an activity might be seen as only minimally necessary. In collaboration, there is a sense that each group can learn
something about its own methods and processes through a close pa- nership with the other. Communication during the
process of gathering information from target users of a system by usability professionals would not be seen as so- thing
that gets in the way of the essential work of software engineering professionals.

The Pleasures of Life
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It is well known that Jorge Luis Borges was a translator, but this has been considered a curious minor aspect of his literary
achievement. Few have been aware of the number of texts he translated, the importance he attached to this activity, or the
extent to which the translated works inform his own stories and poems. Between the age of ten, when he translated Oscar
Wilde, and the end of his life, when he prepared a Spanish version of the Prose Edda , Borges transformed the work of Poe,
Kafka, Hesse, Kipling, Melville, Gide, Faulkner, Whitman, Woolf, Chesterton, and many others. In a multitude of essays,
lectures, and interviews Borges analyzed the versions of others and developed an engaging view about translation. He held
that a translation can improve an original, that contradictory renderings of the same work can be equally valid, and that an
original can be unfaithful to a translation. Borges's bold habits as translator and his views on translation had a decisive
impact on his creative process. Translation is also a recurrent motif in Borges's stories. In "The Immortal," for example, a
character who has lived for many centuries regains knowledge of poems he had authored, and almost forgotten, by way of
modern translations. Many of Borges's fictions include actual or imagined translations, and some of his most important
characters are translators. In "Pierre Menard, author of the Quixote," Borges's character is a respected Symbolist poet, but
also a translator, and the narrator insists that Menard's masterpiece-his "invisible work"-adds unsuspected layers of
meaning to Cervantes's Don Quixote. George Steiner cites this short story as "the most acute, most concentrated
commentary anyone has offered on the business of translation." In an age where many discussions of translation revolve
around the dichotomy faithful/unfaithful, this book will surprise and delight even Borges's closest readers and critics.

The Beauties of England and Wales, Or, Delineations, Topographical, Historical, and
Descriptive, of Each County
Human-Centered Software Engineering - Integrating Usability in the Software Development
Lifecycle
Normative conflicts center on fundamental disagreements over issues of public morality and the identity of a society. In
thinking about normative conflicts on a global scale, two principal questions arise. First, are there common characteristics
of such conflicts worldwide? Second, which institutions polarize such conflicts and which can serve to mediate them? This
pathbreaking book, edited by renowned sociologist Peter Berger, examines both questions through findings gained from a
study of normative conflicts in eleven societies located in different parts of the world and at different levels of economic
development.On both points, the findings have proved surprising. Although there are, of course, normative conflicts
peculiar to individual societies, two features emerged as common to most of the societies examined: one concerns disputes
over the place of religion in the state and in public life; the other is a clash of values between a cultural elite and the broad
masses of the population. Often the two features coincide. For instance, in many countries the elite is the least religious
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group within the population, and therefore, resentments against the elite are often mobilized under religious banners.On
the institutional question, the study started out with a bias toward the institutions of so-called ?civil society??that is, the
institutions that stand between the personal life of individuals and the vast mega-structures of a modern society. The
finding is that the same institutions can either polarize or mediate normative conflicts. The conclusion suggests one must
ask not just what sort of institutions one looks to for social cohesion, but what ideas and values inspire these
institutions.Comprising reports from some of the leading scholars dealing with normative conflict, this book is an important
contribution to understanding the cultural fault lines that threaten social cohesion.

Black, Blanc, Beur
I HAVE determined to write a book upon clemency, Nero Caesar, in order that I may as it were serve as a mirror to you, and
let you see yourself arriving at the greatest of all pleasures. For although the true enjoyment of good deeds consists in the
performance of them, and virtues have no adequate reward beyond themselves, still it is worth your while to consider and
investigate a good conscience from every point of view, and afterwards to cast your eyes upon this enormous mass of
mankind - quarrelsome, factious, and passionate as they are; likely, if they could throw off the yoke of your government, to
take pleasure alike in the ruin of themselves and of one another - and thus to commune with yourself: - "Have I of all
mankind been chosen and thought fit to perform the office of a god upon earth?

Chomsky's Minimalism
In The Dog Listener Jan Fennell shares her revolutionary insight into the canine world and its instinctive language that has
enabled her to bring even the most delinquent of dogs to heel. This easy-to-follow guide draws on Jan's countless case
histories of problem dogs—from biters and barkers to bicycle chasers—to show how you can bridge the language barrier
that separates you from your dog. This edition includes a new 30-Day Training Guide to further incorporate Jan's powerful
method into every element of pet ownership, including: Understanding what it means to care for a dog Choosing the right
dog for you Introducing your dog to its new home Overcoming separation anxiety Walking on a leash Dealing with
behavioral problems Grooming And much more

Beach Blondes
A Manual of Prayers and Other Christian Devotions
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Personalized Digital Television
The Church is in a season of profound change. The birth pangs of transition are changing the order of "what is" into a
Church that can do the will of God in the midst of a difficult environment. By nature, labor produces a violent change from
the old to the new, and it has left some churches broken and bewildered. We must discern between the work of the enemy
and the work of the Holy Spirit. In essence, transition forms the rite of passage from one dimension of the Spirit to another.
This book details the elements of that changing process."[This book] bristles with heart-searching demands for a people
who will be found ready in a day of God's power and prevailing presence." - Tony Morton

American Building
Mani’s Granny is seventy and can barely see through her old, scratched glasses. With only a hundred and fifty rupees in
their pocket and a thirst for adventure, Mani and Granny set off to buy a new pair. On the way, they get drenched in rain,
run into mules and encounter a terrible landslide. Will Granny ever be able to reach the town and get herself a new pair of
glasses? This beautifully illustrated edition brings alive the magical charm of one of Ruskin Bond’s most unforgettable tales.

The Dog Listener
Reproduction of the original: The Battaile of Agincourt by Michael Drayton

Minimalism
Bowen asks not the usual question--how well are Muslims integrating in France?--but, rather, how do French Muslims think
about Islam? In particular, Bowen examines how French Muslims are fashioning new Islamic institutions and developing new
ways of reasoning and teaching. He looks at some of the quite distinct ways in which mosques have connected with broader
social and political forces, how Islamic educational entrepreneurs have fashioned niches for new forms of schooling, and
how major Islamic public actors have set out a specifically French approach to religious norms. --from publisher description

Rice and Slaves
This book provides an understanding of how current research and practice has contributed towards improving quality issues
in software, interaction and value. The book includes chapters on new methods/approaches that will enhance the field of
usability. A balance between theoretical and empirical approaches is maintained throughout, and all those interested in
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exploring usability issues in human-computer interaction will find this a very useful book.

Forthcoming Books
This book studies how Borges constructs a theory of translation that plays a fundamental role in the development of
Argentine literature, and which, in turn, expands the potential for writers in Latin America to create new and innovative
literatures through processes of re-reading, rewriting, and mis-translation. The book analyzes Borges's texts in both an
Argentine and a transnational context, thus incorporating Borges's ideas into contemporary debates about translation and
its relationship to language and aesthetics, Latin American culture and identity, tradition and originality, and centerperiphery dichotomies. Furthermore, a central objective of this book is to show that the study of the importance of
translation in Borges and of the importance of Borges for translation studies need not be separated. Furthermore,
translation studies has much to gain by the inclusion of Latin American thinkers such as Borges, while literary studies has
much to gain by in-depth considerations of the role of translation in Latin American literatures. Sergio Waisman is an
Assistant Professor of Spanish at The George Washington University.

List of Parish Registers and Other Genealogical Works
Articles by specialists in French, anthropology, sociology, and linguistics contribute to a discussion of rap and hip-hop in
France and French-speaking countries.

Boston Marriage
This book,a fascinating companion to The Secret Life of Plants by the same authors, tells the story of the innovative,
nontraditional, often surprising things that certain scientists, farmers, and mystics are doing to prevent the slow
degradation of our planet. For example, using the techniques of Rudolf Steiner s biodynamic agriculture with its reliance on
ethereal forces from the planets,Dan Carlson s growth stimulating Sonic Bloom, and rock dust fertilizer to revitalize
depleted soils; or gardening with the help of truly amazing new technologies to reverse serious agricultural problems.The
authors illustrate,in a truly enlightening and convincing manner, the pivotal role that the natural elements play in ourlives,
and the necessity of cultivating and sustaining a relationship with one most basic of them the soil.

Invisible Work
TV viewers today are exposed to overwhelming amounts of information, and challenged by the plethora of interactive
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functionality provided by current set-top boxes. To ensure broad adoption of this technology by consumers, future Digital
Television will have to take usability issues thoroughly into account. In particular, serious attention must be paid to facilitate
the selection of content on an individual basis, and to provide easy-to-use interfaces that satisfy viewers' interaction
requirements. This volume collects selected research reports on the development of personalized services for Interactive
TV. Drawing upon contributions from academia and industry in the US, Europe and Asia, this book represents a
comprehensive picture of leading edge research in personalized television.

The Limits Of Social Cohesion
How do you design personalized user experiences that delight and provide value to the customers of an eCommerce site?
Personalization does not guarantee high quality user experience: a personalized user experience has the best chance of
success if it is developed using a set of best practices in HCI. In this book 35 experts from academia, industry and
government focus on issues in the design of personalized web sites. The topics range from the design and evaluation of
user interfaces and tools to information architecture and computer programming related to commercial web sites. The book
covers four main areas: -Theoretical, Conceptual, and Architectural Frameworks of Personalization, -Research on the Design
and Evaluation of Personalized User Experiences in Different Domains, -Approaches to personalization Through
Recommender Systems, -Lessons Learned and Future Research Questions. This book will be a valuable tool in helping the
reader to understand the range of factors to take into consideration in designing and building a personalized user
experience. The authors of each of the chapters identify possibilities and alert the reader to issues that can be addressed in
the beginning of a project by taking a 'big picture' view of designing personalized user interfaces. For anyone working or
studying in the field of HCI, information architecture or eCommerce, this book will provide a solid foundation of knowledge
and prepare for the challenges ahead.

Designing Personalized User Experiences in eCommerce
User-adaptive (or "personalized") systems take individual character istics of their current users into account and adapt their
behavior ac cordingly. Several empirical studies demonstrate their benefits in areas like education and training, online help
for complex software, dynamic information delivery, provision of computer access to people with dis abilities, and to some
extent information retrieval. Recently, personal ized systems have also started to appear on the World Wide Web where
they are primarily used for customer relationship management. The aim hereby is to provide value to customers by serving
them as individuals and by offering them a unique personal relationship with the business. Studies show that web visitors
indeed spend considerably more time at personalized than at regular portals and view considerably more web pages.
Personalized sites in general also draw more visitors and turn more visitors into buyers. Personalization therefore would
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look like a win-win technology for both consumers and online businesses. However, it has a major down side: in order to be
able to exhibit personalized behavior, user-adaptive systems have to collect considerable amounts of personal data and
"lay them in stock" for possible future usage. Moreover, the collection of information about the user is often performed in a
relatively inconspic uous manner (such as by monitoring users' web navigation behavior), in order not to distract users from
their tasks.

Penna. German Pioneers, Vol. I
Three months. Three guys. One amazing summer. Summer Smith is in for the best summer of her life. Between the cold
weather and her boyfriendless existence in Minnesota, Summer is ready for sun, sand, and boys in the Florida Keys. And by
the end of the first day, she has more than enough to keep her busy: Adam, the senator's son, has looks, power, and all the
money in the world. Diver, the mystery man, is mellow, intriguing, and definitely unique. And Seth, the perfect guyonly he
has a girlfriend. But with new friends, cute guys, and miles of hot white sand, Summer's in for more trouble than she thinks.

The Battaile of Agincourt
Daniel Littlefield's investigation of colonial South Carolinianss preference for some African ethnic groups over others as
slaves reveals how the Africans' diversity and capabilities inhibited the development of racial stereotypes and influenced
their masters' perceptions of slaves. It also highlights how South Carolina, perhaps more than anywhere else in North
America, exemplifies the common effort of Africans and Europeans in molding American civilization.

An Index to Poetry and Recitations
Web Engineering: Modelling and Implementing Web Applications
Marriage Licence Bonds in the Suffolk Archdeaconry Registry at Ipswich; 1663-1750
A Framework for Visualizing Information
Embodied conversational agents (ECAs) are autonomous software entities with human-like appearance and communication
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skills. These agents can take on a number of different roles, for example, as an assistant, tutor, information provider, or
customer service agent. They may also simply represent or entertain a user. The precise nature and benefits of different
characteristics of ECAs requires careful investigation. Questions range from the function of an eyebrow raise to mechanisms
for assessing and improving ECA trustworthiness. This book will help experts and designers in the specification and
development of applications incorporating ECAs. Part 1 provides guidelines for evaluation methodologies and the
identification of design and evaluation parameters. Part 2 demonstrates the importance of considering the user's
perspective and interaction experience. Part 3 addresses issues in fine-tuning design parameters of ECAs and verifying the
perceived effect. Finally, in Part 4 lessons learned from a number of application case studies are presented. The book is
intended for both ECA researchers in academia and industry, and developers and designers interested in applying the
technology.

Of Clemency (Annotated)
Hunting Shadows
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